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basically, we should always start with a manual, take the first set of keywords

that we get, add them to the campaign as you usually would, go to the ad
groups options, add the same structure and then run an ad group. yasuhiro

lived alone with his mother, hiroko hagakure, who loves him dearly despite his
many flaws. very little is known about his father, though his father apparently

lived with them at some point, as yasuhiro once mentioned their house burning
down because his father fell asleep with a burning cigarette. according to his

mother, there was some sort of trouble between them because she did
something and let it go on too long, causing them to break up. yasuhiro himself
had several problems with women and money, and he was also held back about

four times in middle and high school. he used to attend kiiwatetsu commerce
high school. the hagakure is one of the most influential of all japanese texts -
written nearly 300 years ago by yamamoto tsunetomo to summarize the very

essence of the japanese samurai bushido (warrior) spirit. its influence has been
felt throughout the world, and yet its existence is scarcely known to many

westerners. this is the first translation to include the complete first two books of
the hagakure and the most reliable and authentic passages contained within
the third book; all other english translations published previously have been

extremely fragmentary and incomplete. an account created using biddable can
only make use of one type of smart bidding campaign to achieve its goals. the
possibility of defining different types of smart campaigns for the same account

thus limits the account creation process, and should thus only be used with
biddable accounts. hagakure is more flexible in this regard, since it allows you

to create any number of types of campaigns.
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he received a
commission in 1731,
to translate, from the
publisher tokugawa

iemitsu, a small
collection of essays
and letters he had
written. tadamasa
was not at ease in
dealing with the
westerners, with

their unfamiliarity of
the japanese

language and their
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strange customs,
and his style of
translating was

influenced by the
literary and scientific
writings of the time.
in a letter dated june

1, 1732, for
example, he

mentions the dream
of the red chamber
in reference to the

work in question. this
method of putting
the subjects into
another form of
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words for them to
understand it more
clearly was called
haibun, a practice
which is still used

today by such poets
as issa, tanizaki and

basho. during the
rest of his life, he

continued to expand
his translations of
japanese literature
and history. these
include: japanese-
chinese dictionary,

the history of
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kamakura, chinese
medical dictionary,
japanese-chinese

dictionary, history of
nara the english

translation of
hagakure was done
from thejapanese

through the efforts of
tadamasa hokkai,the

son of a samurai,
originally the priest

of the shorin-in
temple in kyoto. he

had been authorized
to study japanese in
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the early 1700s. he
went to edo in

pursuit of further
study and was

employed as a part-
time japanese tutor

to the young children
of the meiji

government, and to
other students, both

japanese and
westerners. through

their contact with
him, they learned to

read and write
japanese. this
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approach of
translating en

masse, from one
foreign to the next,

remained his
trademark until his
death at the age of

eighty in 1758.
afterwards, a
number of his

students at the
university in kyoto,
from where he had
originally received
his commission,

continued with the
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unbroken tradition,
and their work is
often called the
great japanese
encylcopedia
(genjokukan).
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